You are:
Dante / Deedee Underwood

You thought that owning the hotel would make you wealthy. But in
fact, the hotel is deep in debt, and you inherited those debts. And
that’s where Dwight’s bizarre plan came in. Dwight always has these
crazy, get-rich-quick schemes that never amount to anything. But this
time, it sounded like it may work. The electrical co-op owns a tiny zoo
out back, and in it is an extremely rare albino chinese ferret-badger
“King Kong”. The famous rockstar Roxie Heart is gonna be in town
soon, and she wants it as an exotic pet. Dwight thought that you could
get it, since you now own a controlling share in the co-op. But there’s
weird regulations about the zoo. The best that you could do was get
the key to the zoo and help Dwight break into there and steal it.

Nervous young inheritor

Your rich grandfather recently passed
away, leaving you ownership of the Manna
hotel and a controlling interest in the local
Victory Electrical Co-op. Your newfound
wealth was supposed to make life easier,
right? But it’s just brought you a world of
problems.

If the plan had worked, you’d have gotten enough to get the hotel out
of debt. But instead, you accidentally tripped the alar system and panicked. In the end, you wound up tangled in some laundry lines behind
the hotel. That’s where the cops found you. You just hope that Dwight
still has the ferret thing.

Sheriff Deharo is a corrupt cop and a control freak. He wants to know
everything that happens in Manna, Kansas. You’ve learned to keep away
from him. Which is why it was a bad thing that he found you, tangled in
some laundry lines near the electrical co-op’s tiny zoo while the alarms
were going off.
They took you down to the station and interrogated you. You don’t
know if you’ve been formally charged or if they have any evidence
against you. But the sheriff seems to know that you know about the
missing badger.

Sheriff Deharo made you a deal that you couldn’t refuse: you’d report
to him about anything suspicious happening in the Manna Hotel and
in exchange he wouldn’t lock you up... for the moment. You know that
Sheriff Deharo would find some excuse to imprison you, even if he can’t
pin the ferretknapping on you. So you agreed to his demands.

Georgia Vang

Dante / Deedee underwood
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Sheriff Nelson Deharo
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Dwight Dickerson

Dwight’s ex-girlfriend is a defense attorney. The cops stonewalled on
letting you calla lawyer, saying that you hadn’t been charged yet and
were just being questioned as a witness. But the moment you got out,
Dwight was calling her for help. You hope she can help clear all this up.
You also know that she and Dwight recently broke up. Hopefully, that
won’t cause any problems. You don’t want his personal problems leading to you being thrown int he slammer. A distracted lawyer might be
the difference between freedom and jailtime. You definitely don’t want
any jailtime, so you don’t want Dwight pestering her when it counts.

crime:
Together executed a daring drunken
theft of a badger from the electrical
co-op’s tiny zoo
need:
To Get the Truth...
about what happened to the loot

location:
Out back... tangled in a laundry line

hi my name is:
Dante / Deedee Underwood
Newfound owner of the Manna Hotel
And I’m out of my league.

Relationship:
Sheriff Nelson Deharo
crime:
Police officer and unwilling informant
location:
A tiny zoo, no larger than a city
block, for some reason owned by the
Victory Electrical Co-op

Dante / Deedee underwood

work:
Lawyer and client
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Relationship:
Georgia Vang
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Relationship:
Dwight Dickerson
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roxie heart

You thought that owning the hotel would make you wealthy. But in fact,
the hotel is deep in debt, and you inherited those debts. A week ago, you
got a phone call from the famous Roxie Heart. Over the bad cellphone
reception, it was hard to make out apparently she wanted you to covertly
obtain for her “King Kong” the exotic albino Chinese ferret-badger from
the tiny local zoo. I guess she wants an exotic pet? Anyway, she promised you a million freaking dollars for this badger thing. That’s the sort
of money that will get the hotel out of debt. You just inherited a controlling share in the electrical co-op that owns the zoo. Which should have
made this easy, but there are bylaws preventing the sale. So you decided
to just steal the badger and cover it up.
That didn’t really go as planned. You accidentally tripped the alarm,
panicked and ran. You wound up entangled int he laundry line out
back, and you have no idea where the badger has gotten to. You better
find it fast. You’re supposed to meet in the laundry room to deliver it
soon. Rockstars won’t pay if you don’t deliver the goods.

object:
Deed to the Hotel

object:
legal documents

Currently signed to
Dante / Deedee Underwood.

Apparently, Underwood just
inherited a 51% share of the local
Victory Electrical Cooperative.
And the victory Co-op owns the
tiny zoo out back. And that it is
against the co-op’s charter to ever
not own a chinese ferret badger,
for some reason.

Relationship:
Roxie Heart
work:
Innkeeper and Guest
need:
To Make Some Money...
by stealing an exotic animal.
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Discard this card if dickerson is in play.

